The 2019 Energy Storage Systems Safety & Reliability Forum will provide an exciting platform with diverse stakeholders sharing the current state of ESS safety and reliability (ESS-SR), and mitigation strategies for improving cell to system level safety and reliability.

This targeted event will allow open dialog with a cross-cutting set of subject matter experts. Representatives from research and development will span industry, government, academia and more. Poster presentation submissions are still being accepted at bit.ly/2CO6qfd

Keynote address:
Dana Schulze
Deputy Director, Office of Aviation Safety, National Transportation Safety Board

Some of our invited speakers include:
Adam Barowy
Research Engineer II, Fire Research and Development; UL LLC

Erik Brandon
Supervisor; Electrochemical Technologies Group NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology

C. Michael Hoff
VP Research and Technology, CTO; NEC Energy Solutions, Inc.

Dirk Spiers
President and CEO; Spiers New Technologies

And many more!

March 6/7 – Symposia
Unique discussions to help stakeholders communicate and collaborate more effectively.

March 8 – Working Meeting
Participants input will inform the ESS Safety Collaborative roadmap.